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Abstract-We derive matrices for calculating the three-dimensional finite rotation that restores a rigrd block to Its 
prc-displacement attitude. To use this technique an inttial horizontal hedding is assumed. and the following 
orientations must he known: the expected field orientatron of magnetization, the in situ orientation of the 
paleomagnetic vector and the bedding normal. The restoring rotation is dccomposcd into two convenient steps. 
represented by rotation matrices, such that they restore the in vim paleomagnetic vector together with the tilted 
bedding normal to their original ortcntation. These auxiliary rotations combine algchraically to a single finite 
rotation from which an inclined axts and amount of rotatton arc obtained. We demonstrate this method by 
reconstructmg a distinct section of the Mount Sedom salt diaptt (Dead Sea Rift Valley. Israel). Here. the 
conventional tilt correction that brrngs the bedding to horizontal falls to positron the paleomagnetic vector in its 
expected orientation. Only a rotation of 125” about an axes which plunges So” southward can restore both hedding 
and magnetization to their cxpcctcd orientations 

INTRODUCTION 

Tectonic rotation about horizontal or vertical axes is 
frequently observed in crustal deformation that involves 
folding and faulting (Ramsay 1967, Freund 1974, Gar- 
funkel 1974, Ron etal. 1984, Kissel & Laji 1988). These 
two types of rotations are end-members of the more 
general rotation about an inclined axis (MacDonald 
1980, Scotti et al. 1991). Rotation about an inclined axis 
occurs in complex fold structures and in oblique slip 
faulting (Ramsay 1961,1967). Other processes that may 
be associated with rotation of rock masses about inclined 
axes are torsional motions on dipping fault planes (Mac- 
Donald 1980) and emplacement of coherent sedimen- 
tary slump blocks (Chan 1988). In such processes the 
conventional tilt correction of paleomagnetic data about 
a horizontal axis parallel to the strike of beds is not 
applicable, and leads to an artificial declination anomaly 
(MacDonald 1980). 

MacDonald (1980) presented a stereographic con- 
struction to combine rotations and to obtain an inclined 
axis from it. Reidel er al. (1984) used this technique to 
analyze a large set of paleomagnetic data from a folded 
region in the Columbia Plateau, Washington. Chan 
(1988) noted that this technique involves laborious con- 

*Also at IPRG and Geologtcal Survey of IAracl. 

structions with stereographic nets, and suggested a 
Declination Anomaly Chart (DAC) that enables nu- 
merous paleomagnetic and structural data to be plotted 
in an organized manner, and the angles of rotation for 
individual sites to be easily determined. The DAC 
mainly provides a means of detecting whether a set of 
anomalous paleomagnetic declinations may result from 
a rotation about an inclined axis. The plunge of the axis 
and the angle of rotation for an individual site can be 
determined from the DAC, but it does not provide the 
trend of the inclined axis. Another limitation of the 
DAC is that it requires angles of rotations not exceed- 
ing 90”. 

This paper presents an algebraic method to calculate 
the orientation of an inclined axis for rotation of geologi- 
cal rock masses as well as the amount of rotation using 
structural and paleomagnetic measurements. The 
method is straightforward to program, it can handle a 
large volume of data, and it is applicable even for 
rotation exceeding 90”. 

METHOD 

A displacement history of a rigid body may comprise 
a sequence of finite rotations about different axes. 
However complicated that history may be, an equival- 
ent rotation can restore the body from its final to its 
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original position (e.g. LePichon (‘I nl. lY7.3). 1%‘~ ;trc 

concerned here a,ith identifying this equivalent rotation 

rather than determining the actual sequence of tinitc 

rotations that have displaced the rigid body. An equi\- 

alent rotation can be dctertnined if two pairs of dlt-cc- 

tions. before deformation and after it. arc specified. In 

what follows, we focus on using the bedding pole and a 

paleomagnetic direction. before deformation and after 

it, We assume that the angle between the bedding pole 

and the paleomagnetic direction is conserved during 

the sequence of finite rotations. In ;I real C;ISC WC 

anticipate that the tnagnitudc of this angle before de- 

formation would be somewhat different from tts 

measured magnitude. This issue is addressed in some 

detail in the Discussion. 

We choose a right-hand t’rame of rcfcrcnce (Fig. I ) 

and the right-hand convention (~.g. MacDonald IWO. 

Table I ) that implies ;I positi\c angle of t-otation. f,‘. 

when looking down the axis. First. the tinitc rotation is 

decomposed into t\vo consecutive auxiliarv rotations. 

represented by 3 x i transformation matrices. The first 

auxiliary rotation restores the tilted bedding normal B’ 

to vertical B about a horizontal axis. The second auxili- 

ary rotation restores the tilt corrected position ol’ the 

measured (in sir~r) paleotnagnetic vector V’ to iI4 

expected orientation \’ about a vertical axis. These 

auxiliarv rotations combine algebraically to ;I single 

rotation matrix from which the angle of rotation and the 

trend and plunge of an inclined axis is determined. I’0 

obtain the nccessar) data c)nc should measure the tt-cncl 

and plunge of the dip clircction, L ‘1s M,ell ;IS i4olatc the 111 

sihr primal-! palconiagncti~ vector V’. We ;tssunic the 

bedding was initially horizc)ntal (B is \crtic;tl). and wc 

assess the expected orientation and polaritv of the palco- 

magnetic vector V for the 4atnple localitv from coeval 

paleomagnctic poles for the plate on which the \itc 

resides. In such ;I case. the two pair\ of vectors. bedding 

pole and paleotnagnetic ~cctor. art‘ unequivocally detcr- 

mined (Fib. 7 21). The t\vo pairs of \cctors. 1i-L:’ and H- 

B’. convert from sphct-ical to (‘artesian component\ 

following Appendix A. Precaution must bc taken lot- 

scditnentary rocks. whet-c the inclination component ot 

V may bc shalloner th;tn cupccted due to sedimt,nt 

compaction (Arason X l.e\,t 1900). 

The combined effect ot The t\\o consecuri\‘c t-otattc)n\. 

denoted R and P. is to bring the tilted bedding normal B’ 

to vertical B and the measured (in virlr) paleotnagnctic 

vector V’ to its expected orientation V. The matrix 

elements of R (r,,) and P (I>!,) can be calculated in several 

wavs (LePichon et ~rl. lY7i. p. 37). We dctine the 

elements of the rotation tnatriccs using the (‘at-tc‘\ian 

coordinates of ;I rotation axis (E 7 [E,. E,. E-1) and the 

angle rotation (11 (e.g. (‘c)\; & Hart IYtih, p. 277; Appcn 

dix B). The auxiliary rotation R (Appendix B) rt’\tcjrc\ 

the tilt 1~~ rotation about the strike of beds (Fig. ‘71~ I. .I hi\ 

ccjrrccta the tilting (conventional ‘tectonic’ or ‘\tratt- 

graphic’ correction) and brings the bedding normal B’ to 

the vertical B (Fig. 2b). For obtaining the positive axi\ of 

rotation in our right-handed tramc of I-cfct-cnce MC add 

YO” to the dip arimuth. .T‘hc rotation ;tnyle that rcslot-c\ 

North (Geographic) 

/+ 

l East 

4 
Downward 

Lip 1. A rlght-hand rcfcrcncc frame XY’Z t’or orientation. The X-axis 
co~nc~dc~ with the geographic north. the Y-axis pointscastward. and Z 
pointa downward. 11 is taken as a unit vector. the trend (t) of U is 
meaurcd clockwise from the geographic north (0” s t s 360”). and 

plunge ([I) 01 11 IS reckoned positi\se when the end of U points 
downward (-90” s p - 90”). 

the tilt is given by the dip amount. The position of V”, the 

tilt corrected position of the measured paleomagnetic 

\‘ector V’ after applying R. is given by its components 

Vi’ = \‘ (‘,,ky). (1) 

Next. we apply the auxiliary rotation P (Appendix B). 

which i\ a rotation about a vertical axis (Fig. 2c), such 

that 

‘I‘he amount H and sense of rotation P is given by the 

dtticrence between the expected declination of V and 

the declination of V”. The convenient way to calculate 

this azimuthal difference is to decompose V and V” to 

their spherical angles (Appendix A) and then to calcu- 

late the declination differences of these vectors. Notice 

that ideally V and V” would lie on a common horizontal 

small circle only if the inclination component of the 

~I-IIIIZII-~ paleotnagnctic vector equals the inclination 

component of the expected paleomagnetic vector (see 

Discussion). 

The equivalent rotation. T (t,,). given by a matrix 

prc)duct of the auxiliary rotations. R and P, restores the 

bedding from its final (in sitar) to its original horizontal 

position (B is vertical) and simultaneously restores the 

measured paleomagnetic vector to its expected orien- 

tation (Fig. ?d). Carrying out the matrix multiplication, 

\\c t1;1\c 
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[Appendix B and Fig. 2(d)]. Einally. obtain the inclined 
axis and the angle of rotation following Appendix (‘ 
(Fig. 2d). 

APPI,ICATION 

The Mount Sedom \alt diapir, Dead Sea Rift Valley 
providca an cxccllent test case for applying the proposed 
technique. because the emcrgcncc of the diapir from the 
subsurface seemingly involvca local rotation about in- 
clined axes. In what follows LVC cxcmplify the method 
with a particular section of the Sedom sequence. 

Mount Scdom is located on the southwestern side of 
the Dead Sea. in the Dead Sea Rift Valley. Israel. ‘I he 
mountain wa\ formed by a penetrating salt body that has 
been rising since the Pleistocene (Zak 1967). The rocks 
of Mount Scdom consist mainly of rock salt, as well as 
layers of siltstone. dolomite. shnlc, and anhydrite ot 
Neogcnc age. The dolomite and siltstone layers shoM 
brittle behavior as indicated by petrographic okr- 
vations and undeformed fossil\ (Weinbel-ger 100.2). 
These layers show two components of magnetization. 
Field and laboratory tests led Wcinbcrgcr (1902) to 
conclude that one of the components is a primarv com- 
ponent that was acquired before the onset of diapirism. 
whereas the second component is a secondary CRM 
(chemical remanent magncti~ation) that was acqulrcd 
after the emplacement of the dinpir. We USC‘ the palco- 
magnetic and structural data from the most complicated 
part of the exposed diapir [the ‘neck’ region (Zak lW7)] 
to exemplify the method. 

The attitude of beds. the orientation of the mean 

primar> vector, and the cxpccted Neogene direction of 
magnetization for the dolomite and siltstonc beds of the 
central Mount Sedom region arc shown in Fig. 2(a) and 
Table I 

Since simple rotation about a horizontal axis parallel 
to the bedding strike fails to align the primary paleo- 
magnetic vector V’ parallel to the expected orientation 
[Fig. 2(b). position V’]. wc reconstruct this locality by a 
single rotation about an inclined axis. Notice that 
although the polarity of the measured paleomagnetic 
vector (063”/16”) i\ positive. the rotation of this vector 
(togcthcr with the bedding) about an inclined axis con- 
scquentlv aligns the vector parallel to the reverse 
expected field (Fig. 31). This is the case since the angle 
hetwecn V’ and H’ exceeds 90”. Table 1 summarizes the 
data needed to calculate the components of the inclined 
axi\ as u,clt as the bedding and paleomagnetic orien- 
tation during stages of reconstruction. Table 2 gives the 
numerical data for obtaining the inclined axis, and may 
help debugging computer programs of the suggested 
method. 

DISCUSSION 

.l‘he suggested method can be considered as an appli- 
cation of a general algorithm. This algorithm gives a 
transformation that restores a rotated rigid plane if the 
rotations of a pair of directions in the plane are speci- 
fied. The method may find additional application in 
structural geology. where structural elements are 
rotated relative to equivalent elements in adjacent 
domains. For example. opposing flanks of a fold can be 
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unfolded by matching respective pairs of foliations. 
lineations or paleomagnetic vectors. The application is 
also important in paleomagnetic reconstruction of 
faulted terrains, where slip is oblique and consequently 
rotation is about inclined axes such as in the Basin and 
Range (Ron 1993) 

For comparison, we applied the alternative stereo- 
graphic method suggested by MacDonald (1980, p. 
3661) to the Sedom data (Table 1). and found that the 
inclined axis is 48”/175” and the angle of rotation is 127”. 
Hence, the solution of MacDonald yields only minor- 
differences from our solution (Tables I and 2). 

In the face of less than perfect data the reliability of 
the solution must be examined. First. the restriction of 
a rigid body rotation requires that after restoring the in 
situ bedding pole to vertical and the in sint declination 
to the expected, the inclination will be reasonably close 
to the expected value. If the values are not close the 
assumption of a rigid body rotation is violated, and the 
method is inapplicable. Checking this criterion in the 
Mount Sedom case study yields that the angle between 
the tilted bedding pole and the measured paleomagne- 
tic vector is 132”. whereas the expected value is 129”. 
Hence, the assumption of a rigid body rotation seems 
relatively reasonable. Further reliability assessments 
are beyond the scope of this paper. However, we 
suggest here a straightforward prescription for estima- 
ing the confidence circle around the inclined axis. For- 
this, one should calculate the confidence circle of a 
group of inclined axes, each of which restores a particu- 
lar measured paleomagnetic site to the presumably well 
defined position of the expected paleomagnetic vector. 
This calculated confidence circle together with a scalar 
statistics for the angles of rotation give an easy-to-use 
criterion to the reliability of the solution. 

In conclusion, we offer a convenient way to rcstorc 
three-dimensional finite rotations using structural and 
paleomagnetic data. This method is straightforward. 
and gives a unique algebraic representation for the finite 
rotation of a rigid block. 
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(2) Define the elements of the rotation matrix K: K (r,,) restore\ the 
tilting about an axis parallel to the strike of beds. This axla IS given h! 
substituting I = T  + 90” (T IS the azimuth of the dip) and p = 0’ in 

equations (Al)-(A3). such that C’ = (-sin T. cos T. 0). The amount ot 
rotation is IJ’ = 9. where q~ I\ the dip angle (hcrc taken positlkc for 
restoring the tilt) 

7 
r, / = s,n- T  (I - cos ql) + co\ q?: II2 = I-, = -90 r cos T  ( I ~ co\ Q). 

r,, = -r;, = co\ r sin 9; r,,=c~ls~r(l~cos(t,)+-corV,. 

r,, = -I,: = sin r bin q~: i-,1 = co\ q. 

(3) Dctinc the clement\: ot the rotatmn matrix P: P (~7,~) is a rot;ttlon 
about a vertical ax15 The ma_emtudc and senre of the rotation P. 
denoted 8, is given by the dscllnatmn difference hetw,ecn the orlglnal 
(cxpcctcd) declination of V and the declination of V”. This axis 1s g~vcn 
by suhstitutingp = 90‘ in equationc (Al)-(‘~3). such that P = (0. 0, I). 
The amount of rotations is 11’ = H. The elements arc: 

APPENDIX C 

I hc amount of rotation and the C‘arteGan components of an axis of 
rotation arc calculated directly from the clemcnts of a rotation matrix. 
t,,. Il\tcd in Appcndlw B. The Eulerian ulcmcnts are: 

(c‘l) 

C)nc should obtain the’ hphcrical clcmcnt\ (11 the Inclined axis following 
Appcndik A. 


